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DAY 2 RECAP

DAY 3 – APRIL 3, 2019

 Cyber Attacks
–
–
–
–
–
–

CYBER ANALYSIS
TRAINING COURSE

Cyber Based Risk
Skills, Motivations, and Types of Attackers
Anatomy of a Breach
System Level Attacks
Network Level Attacks
Web Application Attacks

 Overall Protective Measures
– Identification, Authentication, and Authorization
– Cryptography
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DAY 3: AGENDA
3.1 SQL Injection Review
3.2 Writing Exercise

3.1 SQL INJECTION REVIEW
3.3 Tools & Activities
3.4 Wrap-Up
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STRUCTURED QUERY LANGUAGE
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STRUCTURED QUERY LANGUAGE
 Some examples of SQL queries look something like this:

 Structured Query Language (SQL) is a database query language
used by many modern databases:
• Oracle,
• MS (Microsoft SQL),
• MySQL,
• Postgres,
• Etc.
Though all of these databases have slightly different quirks and
syntaxes, they all essentially follow the basic constructs of SQL
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SQL INJECTION

WEB APPLICATION ATTACKS

 SQL injection vulnerabilities are among the most well-known and
oldest vulnerabilities on the Web.
 This attack usually is an attempt to steal the contents of
databases containing valuable data such as credit card
information, usernames, and passwords.
 The attack vector has been associated with many high-profile
data breaches at organizations like
• Sony
• Heartland Payment Systems
• The U.S. Navy
• The Department of Homeland Security
In order to understand these attacks better, lets take a quick look
at how a web application works.
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WEB APPLICATION ATTACKS

WEB APPLICATION ATTACKS

 SQL Injection
– This occurs anytime that an attacker can insert SQL database
commands into a web app in such a way that those
statements get through to the SQL server unfiltered.
 Most common example:
– http://newspaper.com/bicycle.php?itemid=2 union all select
customer.username, customer.password …
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EASILY CRACKING HASHES: CRACKSTATION
 Though cracking these hashes manually could be time
consuming, there are sites on the web that use rainbow tables to
do the heavy lifting for us (or an attacker)
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SQL INJECTION MITIGATION: PREPARED
STATEMENTS
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SQL INJECTION MITIGATION: PREPARED
STATEMENTS
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SQL INJECTION MITIGATION

SQL INJECTION CONSEQUENCES

 The bottom line is:

 SQL injection attacks cost millions of dollars each year;
• Even a minor SQL injection attack can incur costs that exceed
$196,000.
• A recent Ponemon study found that in the course of 12 months
(April 2013–April 2014), approximately 65 percent of commercial
and governmental organizations suffered a SQL injection attack.
The discovery period for those organizations was estimated to
be 140 days. Once the SQL injection was discovered, recovery
and cleanup took an average of 68 days.
• A different study by Ponemon found that of 595 surveyed United
States-based information technology (IT) security practitioners,
65 percent had experienced SQL injection attacks that
successfully evaded their perimeter defenses.

 DO NOT TRUST USER INPUT!
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SQL INJECTION CONSEQUENCES
 SQL injection attacks can lead to a wide variety of cascading
effects, but the most prominent of these is a data breach or data
exfiltration. The costs of data breaches vary widely across
industries

April 1‐4, 2019

SQL INJECTION POSSIBLE PHYSICAL
CONSEQUENCES
 SQL Injection is not limited to what we think of as “the web”
– Many SCADA systems have components that are vulnerable
to SQL injection
 Exploitation method:
– User ID = 1’ or 1=(select top 1 password from Users)—
– Password = blank

Per-Capita Cost of a Data Breach by Industry – Measured in US$
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REVIEW OF SQL
Turn to the Writing Section – p. 85-88
 Define a SQL injection attack.

3.2 WRITING EXERCISE

 How would could you determine a SQL Injection attack
occurred?
 Who/What are the common target(s) of this threat?
 What are the common vulnerabilities for this threat?
 Proactive/Reactive Protective Measures
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Assessment
Risk?
–TxVxC
– Is there something at
risk?

Analysis
What?
– What is the issue?

 Turn to the Writing Section – p. 89
– Additional template will be handed out if you wish to keep the workbook as a
guide.

So what?
– Who is it impacting?
– Why?

Impact?
– What are the
consequences of this
particular risk?

IQF - WRITING

Now what?
– What can be done about
it?
• Protective Measures
• Options for Consideration
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ETHICS - REMINDER
 “Just because something is not illegal does not make it right.”
 With this in mind:
– The following tools we showed you have major implications if proper
guidance isn’t followed.

3.3 TOOLS & ACTIVITIES

 Unless otherwise specified, please do not try this at your home or workplace!
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TOOLS & ACTIVITIES

ETHICS

 Kali Linux

 SQLMap
– Activity

– Activity

 OWASP ZAP

 NMAP
 Metasploit

– Activity

 OpenVAS

– Activity
 Nikto

 “Just because something is not illegal does not make it right.”
 With this in mind:
– The following tools we are about to show you have major
implications if guidance isn’t followed. Please be mindful and stay
with the group when working with these tools.

 Unless otherwise specified, please do not try this at your home
or workplace!

– Activity
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KALI LINUX

ACTIVITY – KALI LINUX

 Kali Linux is a Debian-based Linux distribution aimed at
advanced Penetration Testing and Security Auditing

 Explore Kali

 Kali has over 600 penetration-testing programs aimed at various
information security tasks, such as:
– Penetration Testing
– Forensics
– Reverse Engineering

 Bootable from a live CD,
live USB, or virtual machine
 Free to download
 Open source
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NMAP

ACTIVITY – NMAP

 An open source network mapping tool
 Runs a variety of scans to identify running processes/services,
operating system, open ports, and available hosts
 Can be used within other frameworks to provide persistence for
results
– So you can store and review scans later
 Included in all *nix builds and usable on Windows/Mac as well

 Turn to Activities & Demos Section – p. 59
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METASPLOIT

METASPLOIT

 Framework of open source penetration testing tools on a
command line interface
– Commercial version exists as well
 Uses vulnerability assessment and known exploits to perform
testing
 Will fill out default values for payloads, but user is able to create
custom payloads as well
 Leverages nmap with database support to provide archival
features
 Armitage is metasploit’s GUI

 Metasploit contains three main types of modules
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Search criteria

 Search
– To search for modules that match a service we can use the built-in
search functionality
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Operating
system

Type of module

– Exploits – exploit a vulnerability
– Auxiliary – perform scanning, fuzzing, etc.
– Post exploit functions – pivot, recon, etc..

Service

Likelihood of
success

ANATOMY OF A MODULE
 To load a module use the use command

 You can then use the show options command to display all
required field(s)
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POPULATING A MODULE

EXECUTING THE MODULE

 Use the set keyword to assign values to fields

 Use the exploit command
 Either returns a command shell or error

 After filling in the required fields
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ACTIVITY - METASPLOIT

NIKTO (ALSO MACNIKTO)

 Turn to Activities & Demos Section – p. 60

 Gnu public license web scanner that performs a large number of
scans against server configurations
 Command line driven application
 Checks for outdated software versions and misconfigurations
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NIKTO

NIKTO

 Nikto is an Open Source web server scanner which performs
comprehensive tests against web servers for multiple items

 Nikto is installed by default on Kali Linux. If we look at “man
nikto” we can see its options.

– Checks for over 6400 potentially dangerous files/CGIs,
– Checks for outdated versions of over 1200 servers
– Checks for version specific problems on over 270 servers
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ACTIVITY - NIKTO

SQLMAP

 Turn to Activities & Demos Section – p. 61-64

 A command line tool that can be used to test for SQL injections
vulnerabilities within a web application
 As per their website “Full support for MySQL, Oracle,
PostgreSQL, Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Access, IBM DB2,
SQLite, Firebird, Sybase, SAP MaxDB and HSQLDB database
management systems.”
 Can offer both noisy and quiet versions of testing
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SQLMAP

ACTIVITY - SQLMAP

 Since Nikto found a potential SQL injection, let’s learn about
another tool. SQL Map.
 sqlmap is an open source penetration testing tool that automates
the process of detecting and exploiting SQL injection flaws and
taking over of database servers.
 It comes with a powerful detection engine, many niche features
for the ultimate penetration tester and a broad range of switches
lasting from database fingerprinting, over data fetching from the
database, to accessing the underlying file system and executing
commands on the operating system via out-of-band connections

 Turn to Activities & Demos Section – p. 65-72
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OWASP ZAP
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OWASP ZAP

 Open Web Application Security Project – Zed Attack Proxy
 An open source tool for checking the OWASP’s ten most popular
web vulnerabilities
 Different settings for enabling each vulnerability and
“intrusiveness”
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STARTING AN ATTACK

ZAP (CONT’D)

 Specify a hostname or URL and click attack

 The Alerts panel shows possible vulnerabilities

 Sidebar will contain sites discovered during spidering

 Flag color will show the degree of vulnerability {blue is benign,
yellow is intermediate, and red is high}
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FUTURE ACTIONS
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ACTIVITY – OWASP ZAP

 ZAP will provide you with a list of sites that may not be visibly
linked through spidering which can expand your attack surface
 ZAP can also highlight possible vulnerabilities on sites through
active scanning
 Additional functionality is present within the software, but is
outside the scope of this course

 Identify your metasploitable machine’s IP address
 Start OWASP ZAP

 Put the IP address that you found in step 1 into ZAP
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ACTIVITY – OWASP ZAP

 Look at the results and try to find some possible vulnerabilities
 Can you identify any risks/vulnerabilities we have already
discussed?
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CAIN AND ABEL
 CAIN and Abel is a password recovery tool for Microsoft
Windows.
– Recovers passwords utilizing:
• Network packet sniffing
• Dictionary attacks
• Brute force
• Cryptoanalysis attacks
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ACTIVITY – CAIN AND ABEL
 Turn to Activities & Demos Section – p. 74-76

3.4 WRAP-UP
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EVALUATIONS
 Please fill out Day 3 evaluations and hand in to one of the
instructors upon completion
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